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Abstract 
Van Douwen, E.K., The tech-stone compactification of a discrete proupoid, Topology and its 
Applications 39 (1991) 43-60. 
Let (G, *) be an infinite groupoid. We establish here that the operation * extends to PG making 
PG a (compact) left-topological groupoid. If the point operation is associative on G, that is if G 
is a semigrtiup, then PG is a semigroup. Compact left-topological semigroups have a well- 
developed theory. We then obtain several results about their arithmetic, especially when (G, *) 
is (N, +) or (%! -! , I’ 
#eywords: Extension of operation, groupoid, right ideal, idempotent, PG. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D35 
Throughout this paper we will let (G, *) be an infinite groupoid. (A groupoid is 
simply a set with a binary operation.)’ We will always assume that G is discrete, 
so that the Tech-Stone compactification PG of G is the set of ultrafilters on G, the 
points of G being identified with the prinicipal ultrafilters. Recall that a basis for 
both the open &s and the closed sets of PG is given by {A: A c_ G}, where 
/%=(p~pG: Acp}. 
We establish here that the operation * extends to PC making PC a (compact) 
left-topological groupoid. (That is, for each p E PG, the function AP: pG+ /3G 
defined by hp( q) = p * q is continuous.) If the point operation is associative on G, 
that is if G is a semigroup, then /3ti is a semigroup. Compact left-topologica! 
semigroups have a well-developed theory (see [2,1 I]). We then obtain several results 
about their arithmetic, especially when (G, *) is (N, +) or (N, - ). Several of the 
results have previously appeared in [7,8]. 
’ This definition is not standard. 
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2. Extension of operations to /3G 
3f I is any (discrete) set and (x,),, 1 is an indexed family of points in a 
compact space X we can, following Frolik [S], define for p E PZ, a unique point 
p-lim,,, x, in X by z=p-lim,,, x, if and only if for each neighborhood U of z, 
{aEZ: x,E U}Ep. 
.I. Lemma. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let (x&, be an indexed family 
in X, let p E PI, and let z E X. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) z=p-lim,,, x,. 
(b) {z}=(7(cl(xa: aEA}: AE~}. 
(c) z=f*(p) wheref: I+Xisdejinedbyf(a)=x,. 
Proof. (a)+ b). Let U be a neighborhood of z and let A E p. Then {a E I: x, E v) E p 
so Ar,(aE 1; x,E U}#& Thus zEcl{xa: aEA}. Now suppose one has wfz with 
w f n (Cl{X& a E A}: A E p}. 
Pick disjoint neighborhoods V and U of w and z respectively. Let A = (a E I: x, E U}. 
Then A E p while V n (x,: a E A} # 0, a contradiction. 
(b)a( c). Suppose z f f @( p) and pick disjoint neighborhoods U and V of z and 
fP ( p) respectively. Pick A E p such that f p[ A] E V. Now z E cl{x,: a E A} so pick 
a E A with x, E U. But also x, = f (a) E V, a contradiction. 
(c)+(a). Let U be a neighborhood of z and pick A E p with f @[ A] c U. Then 
AE{aEI:X,EU). 0 
Now given (G, *) we extend the operation to PG in two steps. First, if p E PG\G 
and aeG, definep*a=p-limhEG b * a. Note that if p E G, so that p is identified 
with the principal ultrafilter (B e G: p E B}, one has also that p * a = p - limbEc b * a. 
Now, if p E PG and q E PG\G define 
p*q=q-ii%p*a. 
Again note that if q E G, one has also p * q = q - lirnaEG p * a. To see this, suppose 
instead we had a neighborhood V of q - lim,, G p * a which does not include p * q. 
Then (a E 6: p * a E V} E q which means that p * q E V, a contradiction. 
2.2. Lemma, Let p E PG, let a E G aqd let A C_ G. Then A E p * a if and only if there 
exists BE p with B * a E A. 
roof. Necessity. Since A’ is a neighborhood of p - limb, G b * a we have B E p, where 
B={bEG: b*aEA}. Since /hG=A,we have B*aaA. 
Suficiency. Suppose instead G\A E p * a and let C = {b E G: b * a E G\A}. Then 
C E p so pick b E B n C’. Then b * a E G\A while b * a E A, a contradiction. q 
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2.3. Lemma. Let p, q E PG and let A E G. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) AEp*q. 
(b) (3B~q)(tla~ B)[Acp * a]. 
(4 (3B E 9)W a E R)(X ep)[C * a E A]. 
roof. (a)*(b). Since A’ is a neighborhood of q-limOEG p * a, let B = 
{a E G: p * a E A}. Then B is as required. 
(b)*(c). Let B E q be as guaranteed by the assumption. Let a E B. Since A E p * a 
we have, by Lemma 2.2, some C E p with C * a c A. 
(c)+(a). To see that Aep * 4,) suppose instead G\Ac p * q and let D = 
{a E G: p * a E G\A}. Then D E q so, picking B as assured we may choose a E B n D. 
Since a E D we have G\AE p * a, so by Lemma 2.2, pick E E p with E * a c G\A. 
Picking b E C n E, we have a contradiction. Cl 
Given p E PG define functions A,, and pp from /3G to PG by A,(q) =p * q and 
P,(9) = 9 *Pm 
. Theorem. Let p E PG. 
(a) A, is continuous. 
(b) If p E G, then pp is continuous. 
roof. (a) Define f: G + PG by f(a) = p * a. Then for each q E PG we have by 
Lemma 2.1, p * q = q -lirnaEG p * a = f ‘(4) so A, =f ‘- 
(b) If g(a) = a * p we have by the definition of q * p that pP = g’. 0 
We shall see in Section 9 that p,, is continuous only when p E G, assuming G is 
cancellative. 
ies of binary oper 
Recall (G, *) is an arbitrary infinite discrete groupoid. 
3.1. Theorem. (a) If * is commutative on G, then G is contained in the center @PG. 
(b) If * is associative on G, then * is associative on PG. 
Proof. (a) Let a E G. By Theorem 2.4 both A, and pa are continuous. Since * is 
commutative on G, A, and pa agree on the dense subset G of PG. 
(b) Letp,q, ~EPG. Nowp*(q*r)=(h,oA,)(r)and(p*q)*r=A,,,(~)soit 
suffices to show that A, 0 A, agrees with A,,, on G. Let c E G. Then A, 0 A,(c) = 
p * (q * c) = (A, 0 PC)(q) while A,,,(c) = (p * q) * c = (p, 0 A,)(q). %~e pC k con- 
tinuous, it suffices to show that A, 0 agrees with pr 0 A, 
(Ap o p,)(b) = P * (b * 4 = P~AP) ile (pC 0 A,)(b) = ( * 6) * c = (p; 0 pb!( p). 
Since * is associative on G we do have ph*(. a rees with P5 0 Pt- 
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3.2. mma. Let p E PG. Then p * p = p if and only if for all A E p there exists a E A 
with A E p * a. 
roof. Necessity. Let A E p. Then A E p * p so by Lemma 2.3 we may pick B E p sue 
that for all aE B, AEp* a. Then pick aEAn B. 
Suflciency. Suppose p #p * p and choose A E p\(p * p). Then G\A E p * p so 
pick by Lemma 2.3 some B E p such that for all a E B, (G\A) E p * a. Let C = A n B 
and pick Q E C such that C E p * a. Since C E A we have A E p * a while (G\A) E 
p * a, a contradiction. Cl 
3.3. mma. LetaEG. Ifforallb~G,a*b#b, thenforallpEPG,a*p#p. 
roof. Pick by [3, Lemma 9.11 sets AO, A, and AZ such that G =U:=, Ai and for 
each i E (0, 1,2), A,[Aj] n Ai = 8. Pick some i E (0, 1,2} with Ai E p and suppose 
AjEa*p.ByLemma2.3pickBEpsuchthatforallbEB,AiEa*b.PickbEAinB. 
Since a, b E G we have a * b E Ai SO u * b E Ai n A,[Ai], a contradiction. El 
Recall that a subset A of a groupoid G is a right (respectively left) ideal of G 
provided A * G G A (respectively G * A c A). 
3.4. Theorem. PG\G is a right ideal of PG if and only if for each a, b E G one has 
](xEG:x*a=b}l<o. 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose we have A = {x E G: x * u = 6) is infinite and pick p E 
A\G. Then pa is constant on a neighborhood of p so p * a = b, a contradiction. 
Suficiency. Suppose we have p E PG\G and q E PG such that p * q E G. Let 
b = p * q. Then p * q is the principal ultrafilter generated by b so pick by Lemma 
2.3, B E q such that for all a E B there exists C E p with C * a E {b}. Now pick a E B 
and pick C E p with C * a c (b}. Then C C_ (x E G: x * Q = b} so the latter set is 
infinite, a contradiction. Cl 
heorem. PG\ G is a subgroupoid of PG if and only if for all b E G and all infinite 
B c G there is some jnite subset F c B with In,, r{x E G: x * a = b}l c W. 
roof. Necessity. Let b E G and infinite B c G be given. Pick q E B\G. Suppose for 
each finite subset FE B we have In,, F{x E G: x * a = b}l z W. Then pick p E PG\G 
with 
{{xEG:x*a=b}:aEB}zp. 
Now p * q Z b so (6) e p * q, so pick by Lemma 2.3, C E q such that for all a E C 
there exists DE p with 
D * a E G\(b). 
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Pick aECnB and pick DEP with D*asG\{b}. But (xEG:x*a=b}Ep SO 
pick x E D with x * a = b, a contradiction. 
Suj’iciency. Let p, q E PG\G and suppose p * q = b E G. Then (b} E p * q so by 
Lemma 2.3 pick B E q such that for all a E B there exists C E p with C * a c (b). 
Since q E PG\G, B is infinite so pick a finite subset F of B with ln,,,{x E G: x * a = 
411 c a~ . Then 
n {xEG:x*a=b}ep, 
aEF 
sopickaEFsuchthat{xEG:x*a= b}ep.Then{xEG:x*a#b}Ep.PickCEp 
with C * a E (6). Picking x E C n {x E G: x * a f b} we get a contradiction. Cl 
number of idempotents 
In this section we shall assume that (G, *) is commutative, associative and 
countable. 
The basic existence result follows from: 
.I. eorem (Ellis [4]). rf (X, ) * is a compact left-topological semigroup, then there 
exist idempotents in X. 
Observe that, since (G, *) is associative, we have by Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 that 
(PG, *) is a compact left-topological semigroup, hence has idempotents. 
. (a) Given any finite nonempty subset B of G, 
2*B=b1*b2*-•*bk where IBI = k and B = {b, , . . . , bk}. 
(Since we have assumed G is associative and commutative, C* B is a well-defined 
element of G.) 
(b) Given any subset A of G, 
FS*(A) ={2*B: B is a finite nonempty subset of A}. 
(c) Given any subset A of G, 
EL*(A) =n (FS”(A\F): F is a finite subset of G}. 
(d) Z*={pePG\G: p*p=p}. 
FS* stands for “finite sums” and EL* stands for “essential limit” points. 
8. Let A be an inj-inite subset of 6. Then EL*( ) isa subsem@oupofW. 
oof. Since PC is compact, 
of G. We need to show p * q E 
et F be a finite subset 
( tfp? -- 1 2 w .-1) 
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since FS*( A\F) E q, it suffices to show that for all a E FS*( A\F) there exists C E p 
with C * a s FS*(A\F). Let a E FS*(A\F) and pick finite G r A\F with a = C*G. 
Let C = FS*(A\( F u G)). Then C E p. Let 6 E C and pick H, a finite subset of 
A\(FuG) with b=C*H. Then 
as required. Cl 
Observe that the condition of the following lemma and theorem is that of 
Theorem 3.4. 
4.4. mma. Assume that for all a, b E G one has 1(x E G: x * a = b}l c O. Given any 
infinite A c G, there is a one-to-one sequence (a,),<, in A so that if F, H are finite 
nonempty subsets of o and s”(a,: n E F) = z”(a,: n E H), then max F = max H. 
roof. Pick a0 E A. Inductively, given { aO, a, , . . . , a, _ ,}, let 
Bn = {x E G: for all nonempty F, H c n, 
x*iE*(ak: kc F}#X*{a,: ke H}}. 
Since there are only finitely many pairs F, H and by assumption for each such pairs 
(x~G:x*X*{a~: kEF}=z*(ak: kEH}} 
is finite, we have B, is cofinite. Pick a,, E An B,\FS*((a,, aI,. . . , a,_,}). 
Now suppose we have finite nonempty F, H s o with n = max F > max H but 
z*{ali: k E F} = X*(ali: k E H}. 
Now we cannot have F = (n} since then a,, E FS*((a,, al,. . . , a,_,}) so F’= F\(n) # 
0. But then 
a,, * s*(ak: k E F’} = X*{ak: k E H} 
so a, E B,,, a contradiction. cl 
Part (a) of the following theorem uses an old construction of Galvin and is based 
on an observation of Glazer. 
4.5. Theorem. Assume that for all a, b E G, 1(x E G: x * a = b}l < o. 
(a) lfp E I* and A E p, there is some infinite B c G with FS*( B) E A. 
(b) If A is an infinite subset of G, then I(p E I*: FS*( A) E p}I = 2’. 
(c) I* # 0 and every nonempty open subspace of I* has cardinality 2’. 
roof. (a) Let A0 = A. By Lemma 2.3 pick BO E p such that for all a E BO there exists 
C~pwithC*a~A~.Picka,~B,nA,a~doickC~~pwithC~*a~~A,.Let 
A, = A,n Bon CJ{a,), 
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Inductively, given A,, E p, pick B, E p such that for all a E Bfi there exists C E p with 
C*asA,. Picka,EB,,nA,, and pick C,,ep with C”*a,cA,. Let 
A n+l =AnnBnnCn\{a~,a~,.o.,an). 
We have {a,, : n E w } is infinite. We claim FS*( { a,, : n E o}) E A. We show by induction 
on IFI that if F is a finite nonempty subset of {a,,: n E o} and m = min{ n: a, E F}, 
then C*FE A,,,. If IFI = 1, this is immediate so assume IFI > 1, m = min{n: a, E F}, 
G = F\{a,}, and t = min{n: a, E G}. By assumption, C*G E A, c A,,,+, E C,,,. Thus 
(Z*G) * a,,, E A,,,. That is C *F E A,, as required. 
(b) By Lemma 4.4, we may assume that A = {a,: n < o) where max F = max H 
whenever F and H are finite nonempty subsets of o with Z*{a,: n E F} = 
Z*{a,: n E H}. Choose (B,),,,, an independent family of subsets of o. That is, 
whenever F and H are finite subsets of c with F n H = 0 one has In,, .B,\U_ ,, B,I = 
W. (It is well known that this can be done. See [9] for an easy proof of a stronger 
result.) For each a < c let A, = {a n : n E Bu}. For each subset S of c, let 
&(S)={EL*(J--+AU\gA,): FandHarefiniteand 
FESandHcC\S . 
I 
Let I(S) = n d(S). We first claim each I(S) # 0. For this we only need to shoti 
that d(S) has the finite intersection property. To this end, let Fl , F,, . . . , Fn and 
H,,H*,**-, H, be finite subsets of S and c\S respectively and let F = lJy=, Fi and 
H = Us=, Hi. Then EL*(nUeF AO\UrEH A,) # 0 so it suffices to show 
For this, simply observe that if K is any finite subset of G, 
By Lemma 4.3, each member of d(S) is a subsemigroup of FG, hence so is l(S). 
Now let S and T be distinct subsets of c. We claim I(S) n ! ( T) = 0. Suppose 
instead we have p E Z(S) n Z(T). Without loss of generality pick a! E S\ Now 
Z(S) c EL*(A,) c F§“(A,), 
I(T) c EL*(A\A,) c_ FS*(A\A,), 
so FS*(A&p and FS*(A\A,) EP so pick XE FS*(A,) 
subsets F and H of B, and w 
Z*{a,: n E H}. Then max 
(A’\Ap), a contradiction. 
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Thus {Z(S): S c c} is a pairwise disjoint collection of compact subsemigroups of
PG, each of which has, by Theorem 4.1, an idempotent. Thus there are 2’ idempotents 
p with FS*(A) E p. At most w of them lie in G so the statement is proved. 
(c) That I* # @ is an immediate consequence of (b). Now let U be a nonempty 
open subset of I*, pick p E U and pick A E p with A’n I* E. U. By (a), pick infinite 
B E G with FS*( B) E A. Then FS*( B) c A so by (b) II* n Al = 2’. Cl 
e number of cl0 right ideals 
Again we assume that G is associative and countable (though no longer necessarily 
commutative). Enumerate G as (x,),,<“. 
5. mma. Assume that for all a, b E G, I{x E G: x * a = b}l < o. Let B be an infinite 
subset of G. There is a one-to-one sequence (s,,),,, in B such that whenever S 1, m, 
newwith max(k,l,m)<n,onehass,*x~#s~*x,. 
Proof. Choose any so E B. Inductively, given so, sl, . . . , s”__~, note that for any triple 
k, Z, m, each less than n, one has 1(x E G: x * xk = s, * x,}l < o so pick s,, E B with 
s,, * xk f s, * xi for each such triple. Cl 
5.2. Theorem. Assume that for all a, b E G, 1(x E G: x * a = b}l c w. Then G has 2’ 
pairwise disjoint closed right ideals. 
Proof. Choose (s,,),,, as guaranteed by Lemma 5.1. Choose, as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5, an independent family (B,),,, of subsets of W. For each cr < c let 
A, = (sn : n E B,) and for each S E c let 
G: F and H are finite and Fc S and H E c\S . 
(If F =0, we intend that nUEF A, be interpreted as {s,: n < w}.) Again as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.5 we have each Z(S) # 0. 
For each S z c, pick ps E Z(S) and let Z?(S) = ps * PG. Then each R(S) is a right 
ideal, closed since R(S) = A,,@G]. To complete the proof, let S # T. We need to 
show R(S) n R( T) = 0. Suppose instead we have q, r E PG with ps * q = pr * r. 
Without loss of generality, pick a! E S\ T. Then A, E ps while {s,: n < a}\Ap E PT. 
We claim (s,, * xk: icKn-6~ and s,EAk}Eps*q. Indeed, {xk: k<w}=GEq and 
given xk, since ps E A,\ G, {s,, : k < n < o and s, E A,} E ps so Lemma 2.3 applies. 
Similarly {s, * xk: k < n < o and s, 6! &) E PT * r. But then we have some k < n and 
I-Cm with s, * xk =s,,*x~ands,~A,ands,,r’A,.Thenn#mson~morn~m. 
In either case we contradict he choice of (&,,. 0 
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For this and the next section we restrict our attention to (pl+J, +) and (PI+!, l ), 
where N = o\(O). In this section we show that the distributive laws fail badly. 
edirritisn. Let A c N. A is a A-set if for every distinct (m, n), (m’, n’) E N x O, 
((Agm+n)n(Aam’+n’)(<o. 
2. mma. Every in$nite subset of N contains an injnite subset which is a A-set. 
roof. Let infinite B be given and choose see B. Enumerate fV x w as 
((m(k), n(k)))&P Given k and so,sl,... , s~__~ observe that {(s,~m(Z)+n(Z)- 
n(i))/ m(i): i, 1, t < k} is finite so pick sk in B but not in this set. Let A = (s,: n c 0) 
and suppose we have some (m, n) f (m’, n’) with 
I(A* m+n)n(A* m’+n’)l=o. 
Pick 1, i with m = m(i), n = n(l), m’= m(i), and n’= n(i). Note that for each XE 
there is at most one YEA with x0 m+n=ya m’+n’. Further x. m+n=xa m’+n’ 
can happen at most once since (m, n) # (m’, n’). Consequently we may pick t > 
max{ 1, i} and k > max(I, i} with k # t and Sk l m(i)+n(i)=s,* m(Z)+n(l). Without 
loss of generality k > t. But then 
Sk+,’ m(l)+?(l)-n(i))/m(i), 
a contradiction. Cl 
6.3. mma. Let A be a A-set and let p E A\N. Let B E N x w. Then 
cl({pe m-f-n: (m, n)E B})ncl({p* m+n: (m, n)E(NxW)\B))=O. 
roof. Suppose we have q in the intersection. Linearly order N x w in order type w 
by C. For each (m, n)&Jxo pick k(m, n)EN so that 
U{(Am+n)n(Am’+n’): (m’, n’)<(m, n)}E{1,2,. .., k(m, n)}. 
Let 
C = U{(Am + n)\{l, 2,. . . , k(m, n)}: (m, n) E B} 
and let 
D=U((Am+n)\{l,2,... , Um, 41: h, nkW4\ 
Note that C n D =0. Indeed suppose x E C n 
(m’, n’)@Jxo)\B with x 
. , k(m’, n’)}). Without loss o 
diction. 
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Consequently we may assume without loss of generality that tV\C E q. 
Pick (m,n)~B so that p. rn+n~N\C. Now p. m+nH+-I (see Theorem 3.4) 
and Am+nEp.m+n so (Am+n)\(l,2 ,..., k(m,n)}Ep. m+n. But 
(Am+n)\{l,2,..., k( m, n)} C_ C, a contradiction. q 
We write as usual N* = pN\fV. 
6.4. mma. Let A be a A-set and p E A\N. Then p l N*, p l N* +N*, and ( p +&J*) l N* 
have pairwise disjoint closures. 
roof. By Lemma 6.3 it suffices to show: 
(1) p.N*Ecl(p. m: mEf+J}, 
(2) p.N*+f+l*~cl(p. m+n: m, neN and m> n}, and 
(3) (p+fV*) .N* ~cl{p= m+n: m,nEF+J and men). 
To see (l), let qEfW* and let BEG= q. Pick CE~ so that for all me C, BEp. m. 
Pick me C. 
To see (2), let q, r E N* and B E p l q + r. Pick C E r such that for all n E C, 
BEp.q+nandpicknEC.PickDEp.qsuchthatD+nc_B.PickEEqsuchthat 
for all mEE, DEp.m. Since q&I*, pick mEE with m>n. Then DEp.m so 
D+nep. m+n. Since D+nE B, BEG. m+n. 
To see (3), let q, r E N* and let B E ( p + q) l r. Pick C E r such that for all m E C, 
BE(p+q).m and pick mEC. Pick DEp+q with D.msB. Pick EEL with 
D~p+n whenever nE E and, since q&*, pick nEE with n>m. DEp+n 
so pick Fep with F+nr D. Now (F+n) l mc D.ms B. On the other hand 
(F+n). m =F.m+n.mandF-mEp.msc\F.m+n.mEp-m+n.m. q 
6.5. Theorem. (p E N*: p 9 N*, p l N* +N*, and ( p + N*) . N* have pairwise disjoint 
closures) has dense interior in N*. 
Proof. Let q E N* and let A E q. Then A is infinite so pick by Lemma 6.2 a A-set 
B c A. By Lemma 6.4, 
Bc{pEN*: p.N”, p*N*+N*, 
and ( p + fU*) l N* have pairwise disjoint closures}. q 
6.4. Corollary. {PEN*: for all q, HEN*, p= (q+r)#r. q+p. r and (p+q) l r= 
p l r + q 9 r} has dense interior in N*. 
roof. Given p, q, r E N*, one has 
p.q+* rEp*N*+N*, 
(p+q) * rE(p+N*)*N”, pvi-y* r~p.N”+N”* B 
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7. The center of (flP+J, +) an 
We assume here that G = N. (That is G is countable and has been enumerated.) 
Recall that the upper density of a subset A C_ h is defined by 
d(A)=li~+~plAn{l,2,. . . , n}l/n. 
7. efinition. (a) 3 = ( p E p&l: there exists A E p with 8(A) = 0). 
(b) * is d-good if and only if for all A E N and all n E N, d(A) = O@d(A * n) = 0. 
7.2. Lemma. (a) %\N f 0. 
(b) pN\Z # 0. In fact, given any A E N with d(A) > 0, ~\~ # 0. 
(a) pick p E (2”: n c o}\\N. 
(b) Let 3 = (.& 9(N): AE ti and for each finite 9~ Sp, a(n 9) > 0). 3 # 0 
since (A} E 9. Let p be a maximal member of 9. Suppose p is not an ultrafilter and 
pick BsN with B@p and !W\Btip. Then pu{B)~%! and pu(N\B}@%! so pick 
finite 9,4;sp with 6(Bnn9)=8and d((N\B)nn.P)=O. Let %‘=9u41. Then 
n XC_ (B n nS) u ((N\ B) n n.9) SO d(n %) = 0, a contradiction. 0 
7.3. Lemma. If U is an open F, in N* and U c_ 9, then cl(U) G 9. 
Proof. If U = 0, the result is trivial so we assume U # 0. For each n < w pick a 
nonempty closed subset B, of IV* such that U = U,,, B, and for each n let 
& = (A c N: B, c A}. Observe that B,, = n{A’: A E tin}. We claim that some A E dn 
has A\N E U. For otherwise we have {A\(Nu U): AE ~4~) is a family of closed 
subsets of PN with the finite intersection property (since J& is closed under finite 
intersections). Then n(A\(N u U): A E J&} # 0 so B,,\ U # 0, a contradiction. 
Pick A, E J& with &\N E U. Then U = U,<,(&,\N). We note for each n that 
&A,) = 0. (Otherwise by Lemma 7.2(b), An\9 # 0.) Choose an increasing sequence 
(k”)“<, in N so that for all i, m, n E w if is n and m > k,,, then IAi n 
u, 2 , . . . , m}l/m < l/(n+ 1)2. Let A=U,_,{A,\(l, 2,. . . , k,,}). If n E w and k,, < 
m 6 k,,, , then 
IAn{1,2,..., m)]/ms iIAin(l,2,...,m)l/m< 
n+l 
i=O (n+1)2’ 
Thus 6(A) = 0 and hence A E 3. On the other hand, for eat 
(AAL 2,. . .v kJ)\N = 
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7.4. eorem. Assume that * is d-good and for all a, b EN, 1(x E !+J: x * a = b)J < W. 
Then Z!!‘\f$/ and @J\ZE’ are both right ideals of (/3N, *). 
f. Let p E ?tY’\N and let q E /3N. Pick A E p with 6(A) = 0. Since * is d-good we 
have for each n E N that d(A * n) = 0. Let U = UnEN( A * n\N). Then U E 9? and U 
is open so by Lemma 7.3, cl( U) s % 
Toseethatp*qEcl(U),letBEp*qandpickCEqwithBEp*nforallnEC. 
Pick nEC. Then BEp*n s3 pick DEP with D*nnB. Then (D*n)n 
(A * n) E p * n. Since p * n EN* by Theorem 3.4, we have 
-- 
p*nE(D*nnA*n)\NcBnLJ. 
To see that pfV\%’ is a right ideal, let p E /3RJ\3 and let q E @W. Let A E p * q and 
pick BEq with AEp*n for all ncB. Pick nEB and pick CEP with C*nnA. 
Then 6(C) > 0 so, since * is d-good, 6( C * n) > 0 so d(A) > 0 as required. Cl 
7.5. Theorem. The center of (PN, +) and of (@II, l ) is N. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, N is contained in the center. By Theorem 7.4, %\N and 
PN\s are both right ideals of (PN, +) and of (/3N,. ). Given p E 5!!‘\RJ and q E pN\% 
one has p+q, p- q&E\&J while q+p, q-p@Y\X q 
8. Miscellaneous results 
The first result shows, in particular, that things which are sums or products of 
nonprincipal ultrafilters are rare. We continue the assumption that G = N. 
8.1. Theorem. If for all i, j 
nowhere dense subset of N*. 
in N, i*j& and i*(j+l)>i*j, then N**tW* is a 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that for all a, b E N, (x EN: x * a = 6)) < w. Thus 
N* * N* c fV* by Theorem 3.4. Let A be an infinite subset of N and choose an 
increasing sequence (s,), _:o in A such that for each n, s,++ 
max{i*j: i, jE{1,2,... , s,}}. Let S = (sn: n < o}. We claim that sn (IV* * N*) = 0. 
Suppose instead we have p, q E N* with SE p * q. Pick BE q such that for all n E B, 
S E p * n. Choose S I E B with k c 1. (Since B E q, B is infinite.) Since S E p * k, pick 
CEpwithC*k~S.SinceSEp*Z,pickDEpwithD*I~S.ThenCnDisinfinite 
so choose iECnD with iN. Then i*kES so pick m with i*k=s,. Now 
l<isi*k= s, sofor n>m, i*l<s,.Also i*l>i*k=s, so i*lES. But DOZE 
D * IG S, a contradiction. 0 
8.2. Theorem. Let A c N and let p E N*. Assume that p * n # p * m for n # m in A and 
that ( p * n: n E A) is a discrete subset of N*. 
(a) ForqfrinA,p*q#p*r, 
. (b) forqd, qfp*q. 
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roof. As is well known (and easy to show), any countable discrete subset of pf+~ 
is strongly discrete. Choose for n E A, B, E p * n with B,, n B,,, = @ for n f m. 
(a) Pick qfr in A’ and pick Ceq\r. Let D=U(B,:nECn,4} and E= 
U{B,:nEA\C}.ThenDEp*q,EEp*r,andDnE=0. 
(b) Define f : A + N* by f( n) = p * n and extend f to all of n keeping f one-to-one 
and {f(n): n E N} discrete. Then f B is an embedding of p&J into h* so by [ 13, 
Corollary 6.291 (due to Froli’k), f'(q) f q. But by Lemma 2.1, f@(q) =p * q. Cl 
.3.Theorem. IfpEN*, k&4 andp+p=p, thenp*k+p-k=p*k. 
roof. We use Lemma 3.2. Let A E p l k and pick BE p with B l kc_ A. Pick b E B 
with B~p+b. Then 60 kEA. If suffices to show Be kep* k+bk, for then 
AE~- k+b k Now B~p+b so pick CE~ with C+bc B. Then C kep- k so 
Co k+b* kep- k+b- k while Co k+b- kc B- k as required. 0 
heorem. Let p EN* and n EN and assume p * p =p. If * is commutative and 
associativeandn*k#kforallkEN, then (p*n)*(p*n)#p*n. 
roof. By Theorem 3.1, (BN, *) is associative and N is contained in the center 
of pN. NOW (p*n)*(p*n)=p*(n*p)*n=y*(p*n)*n=(p*p)*n*n= 
p*n*n =n*(p*n) whilebyLemma3.3, n*(p*n)fp*n. Cl 
5 Corollary. Let p E N *. Zfp+p=p, then (p+k)+(p+k)#p+kforallkEN. If 
p*p=p, then (p*k)(p- k)#p-kforallkEN withk>l. 
ary. There issomepEN* withp+p=p#p-p. 
Proof. Pick p +p = p. If p # pa p we are done. Otherwise let q = p n 2. Then by 
Theorem 8.3, q + q = q, while by Corollary 8.5, q l q # q. q 
uestion. Do there exist p, q, r, s E N* with p + q = r l S? 
9. Failure of rig 
It is easy to see that for p E N*, pP : @iI + PN is not continuous. (Indeed, if it were, 
it would be equal Ap since it agrees with h, on the dense subset fV of BN. This would 
contradict Theorem 7.5.) Raimi asked in a letter whether one could show that the 
restriction of pP to N* could be continuous. In this section we answer this question 
in a fairly general fashion. Throug e (G, *) is infinite a 
cancellative on both sides. e let unXrGX? of 
e&%esn. (a) U(G) = {p E j3G: lp is uniform. 
(b) For p E U(G), R(p) = {q e U(G): ps f U(G) is continuous at p>. 
(c) For pi U(G), 2(p) = {q E U(G): the restriction of * to U(G) x U(G) is 
continuous at (p, q)}* 
roof. CZonstruct (y&e7 inductively. Given B,, one has \&,I s far l 101 so for each 
r7 s u, 
Ipii[ &]I s 1~1 l Ial (by cancellations 
so that 
Recall that an ultrafilter p is ~Rcomplete provided the intersection of fewer than 
Q! members of p is again in p. 
9.3. Emma. Let q f PC such thfft q is not o+ uc~mplete. 77243~ e jsts g : h -+ 0 such 
thatforeach new, (a,,:g(a)>n)Eq. 
Promo. Pick {A,,: n c O} c: q such that n,,, A, ti q. Define g(o) = 0 if a,, E n,,, A, 
and otherwise g(a) = n where n is the first index with a, & A,. Let n c u and slappose 
(a,l.: g(o)> n)@ q. Pick m with {am: g(u) = rn}~ q. 
(G\A& q; otherwise one has A,&,A, E q. In 
diction. q 
If m =O, one has (n,,, A,)u 
either case one has a contra- 
Lemma. Let D c: G wjth 1 Dl = A and let (y&-l be as guarantees by Lemma 9.2. 
Let p E U( G) with (y@: o c A} E p. If there exists q E R ( p) whj~h is not w i ~~~rnplete~ 
then p is a ~~p~jnt of U(G). 
Let such q be given. Pick g: h + w as guaranteed by Lemma 9.3. To see that 
p is a P-point of U(G), let {Cn: n c W} c: p. We need to produce E E p such that 
IE\c,&A for each n<o, 
For each ct < h, let B, = {yf * Q&* <rr and 2%~) and let H,=(y,:ra(r)n 
R mSg(lr) Cm. Then each If, E p, Let =Ufr___A H, * a,. Then by 
G E q), A E p * q. Since q E R(p), pick E E p wirta p,[ i? n U(G)] cr 
E g (ytr: ~ch), 
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for each u < A, IE\H,,I < A. Indeed, assume we have done 
with g(g)> n. Then H,c C, so IE\c+ IE\H,I <A as 
It suffices to show that 
so and let n < o. Pick o 
required. 
NOW let a< A and suppose IE\H,I = A. Pick E U(G) with E\H,E r and 
let n=g(a). Since rd?nU(G) we have AEr*q. Pick DEq with &r*c 
whenever x E D. Also {Q,: r > c} E q since q is uniform. Also by the choice of g, 
{a,: g( 7) > n} E q. Thus we may pick r> o with g( 7) > n and A E r * a,. Since 7 > o 
and g(T) > n = g(o) we have H7 c Ho. Since E\H,E r we have E\H,E r. Choose 
FE r with F * a, c A. Then F n (E\H,) E r. We claim 
Fn(E\H,k{Y,: r-1, 
contradicting the fact that r is uniform. 
Suppose instead we have y > T with yr E F n (E\H,). Now y,, * Q, E A so pick p 
withy,,*a,EH,*a,. Pick~+withy,EH,andy,*a,=y,,*a,.Ify>~,then 
y,*a,~B, while if q> y, then y,*a,EB,,. In either case we contradict Lemma 
9.2. Thus y = 7. But then by lsft cancellation a, = a, so T = p. But then y,, = y, E HP = 
H, while yv E E\ HT, a contradiction. Cl 
9.5. mma. Assume cf( A) = o. Then (p E G(G): R(p) = 0;. is dense in U(G). 
roof. Let V be open in U( 6) and pick D c G with IDI = A and D n U(G) E K 
Pick (YJ~< h as guaranteed by Lemma 9.2. Let E = (y,: a < A}. Now E n U(G) is 
compact and infinite so is not a P-space (see [6]). Pick p E I? n U( 6) such *hat p 
is not a P-point. Suppose R(p) # 0 and pick q F: R(p). Then since cf(A) .= w, q is 
not &-complete. (For say (&n<o is cofinal in A. Then each (a,: (T > p,} E q since 
q is uniform while n,,,, (a,. l c > p,} = 0.) This contradicts Lemma 9.4. Cl 
9.6. Lemma. Assume cf(A) 2 ol. There exists p E U(G) and D G U(G) with IDI = 
cf(A) such that 
(1) given any neighborhood V of p, ID\ VI < cf(A), and 
(2) given any EC_ D with IEl<cf(A), p&l(E). 
Proof. By [ 1, Theorem 3.53 it suffices to show that for some p 2 cf(A), U(G) contains 
a copy of the Gleason space of 2Y By [3, Lemma 7.14 and Corollary 3.181 one has 
U(G) contains a copy of the Gleason space of 22r. Cl 
heorem. {p E U(G): R(p) = 0) is dense isz U(G). 
roof. If cf( A ) = O, this is Lemma 9.5 so we assume cf(A) 3 wl. 
Let W be open in U(G) and pi EcG with ]El=A and EnU( ick 
a one-to-one sequence (yv?UYA in 
CT < A be as there. Let 
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Choose an increasing sequence (q&cftA ) which is cofinal in A. For T< A let 
CC(T) = inf{b: r < a,}. Now H n U(G) is homeomorphic to U(G) so we have by 
Lemma 9.6, p E fi n U(G), D c fl n U(G) with IDI = cf(h) such that 
(1) given any neighborhood V of p, ID\ VI C cf(A ), and 
(2) given any K E D with IKI c cf(h), pg cl(K). 
Note that p E W. We claim R(p) = 0. Suppose instead we have q E R(p). Enumer- 
ate D as (4)r~cffA1 and for cu <cf(h), let Da = {dL: L s (x}. Now for each L <cf(A) 
we have by (2) that p B cl(DJ so pick C, E p with ct n D, = 0. Let 2 = 
UKA (c,,T) n H,) * a,. Since each CCctr) E p and each H7 E p we have 2 E p * q. Since 
q~R(p),pickA~psuchthatp,[an U(G)]r~SinceHEpwemayassumeA~H. 
We claim: 
Given ~CA,Hn{x~G:x*a,~Z}c(C,~,,nH,)u{y~:~~~}. (*) 
To this end, let x E H with x * a, E 2. Pick y with x = y,. If y s 7, we are done, so 
assume y> T. Since y,, * a, E 2 pick some S c A with y. * a, E ( CPcs, n Ha) * as. Pick 
q 2 6 with y, E CPcs, and y, * a, = y, * as. If y > q, then y, * a, E BY while if q > ‘y, 
then yv*asEB,. In either case we contradict Lemma 9.2. Thus y = 7, so by 
cancellation a, = as and hence r = S. But then y,, = y, E Cpcs, = C&). Also y,, E Hs = 
HP Thus Yy E C#LCTj n HT as required and (*) is established. 
Now A’ is a neighborhood of p, so D’ = D\A has 10’1 c cf(A) by (1). Let q. -= 
sup{&: d, E D’}. Now cf( A ) is regular and 10’1 c cf( A ) so q. c cf( A ). Let Q = 
{a7: p( 7) > 70). Then Q = {aT: T 3 u,J so Q E q since q is uniform. We now claim 
there is a subset F of Q with: 
IFI<w and I{xEA: (x* F)nZ=@}l<A. (**) 
Suppose not and for each finite FE Q, let T(F) = {x E A: (x * F) n 2 = 0). Then 
T( F,) n T( F2) = T( F, u F2) so {T(F): F c Q and IFI c OJ} has the uniform finite 
intersection property, so pick r e U(G) with {T(F): FE Q and IFI c o} E r. Then 
r~AnU(G)sor*qEZ.ChooseSEqwithzEr*SforeachsES.PicksESnQ 
and choose U E r with U * s E Z Pick x E U n T({s}). Then x * s E 2 while x * {s} n 
2 = 0, a contradiction. Hence (**) is established. 
Write F=(a,,,a,,...,a,) with r,<r2+ -CT,. Let L=~(T~). Then a,,EQ so 
~(~1))rlo.Thatis~>~0.Thusd‘~D’sod,~~.Also~=~(~,)~~(~~)~~.~~~(~~) 
so for each je {1,2, l . . , k}, d, E DPl,,. Since DPtT,, n CpfT,) =0 we have d, E CPc7 ) 
and hence A\C,,,, E d, so that nlk,,(A\CPt+ d,. Thus 
I 
P**) 
Now applying (*) to 5, we have for each j E {1,2,. . . , k} that {x E H: x * a*, E 
Zl\e: Er(T,)C {y,: cy < 5). Consequently we have 
>I 
= A. 
1 
(****) 
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\j=l 
But this fact combined with (**), (***), and (****) 
completes the proof. Cl 
gives a contradiction which 
One would perhaps think that one must be able to get all of U(G) in Theorem 
Finally we observe that 
A 
\ 
; Cpt+(x~A: (x* F)nZ=p)} 
j=l 
9.7, at least in the special case that (G, *) = (fY, +), or at least get the result that 
6(p) = 0 for all p. This is not so: 
. Theorem. Assume ICI= w. The following statements are equivalent : 
(a) (p E U(G): B;(p) = U(G)] is dense in U(G). 
(b) {pi U(G): R(p)#@} is dense in U(G). 
(c) /? N\N has a P-point. 
Therefore (a) and (b) are consistent with but independent of ZFC. 
roof. That (a) implies (b) is trivial. 
To see that (b) implies (c), pick a one-to-one sequence (Y,,),,<~ in G as guaranteed 
by Lemma 9.2. Let E = (yn: n < w} and pick p E I? n U(G) such that R(p) # 0. By 
Lemma 9.4 and the fact that o is not Ulam-measurable we have p is a P-point of 
U(G). 
To see that (c) implies (a), we show that if p is a P-point of U(G), then 
8(p) = U(G). Let such p be given and let q E U( 6). Let A E p * q. Pick B E q such 
that for all x E B, A E p * x. For each x E B, pick Cex E p with C-X * x c A. Since p is 
aP-point,chooseEEpwithIE\C,I<wforeachxEB.Weclaim(~nU(G))*(Bn 
U(G))~~.Letr~EnU(G)ands~BnU(G).Weclaimforeachx~B, 
(soAEr*sasrequired).LetxEB.NowEErandrEU(GjsoE\C, &rsoQzr. 
But then C”,*xsA so AEr*x. 
The last remark about consistence and independence refers of course to the 
famous results of Rudin [lo] and Shelah [12]. Cl 
It is well known that lV* contains topological copies of all of ,HV~ In fact if 
any discrete subset of N*, cl(A) is homeomorphic to p If we knew that 
contained a topological an ebraic copy of p&J, we w have an easy proof 
that the restriction of + to fV is not continuous (since t e restrie!ix$ $_a t
copy of /3l+J would als e conti sb. 
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uestion. Does there exist an embedding e : /3N+ N* such that e is also a 
homomorphism from (PN, +) to (lV*, +)? 
Notes. This paper was written by Neil Hindman based on a handwritten manuscript 
received in two parts in 1978, correspondence about that manuscript, and a letter 
dated February 2, 1979 announcing some new results. Theorems 9.7 and 9.8 are 
from that letter which did not include any proofs. The proofs presented here, 
including the sequence of lemmas leading up to the theorems, are the result of a 
joint effort by Neil Hindman and Jan Pelant. 
In addition, the letter of Febrary 2, 1979 includes the statement of the following 
for which a proof has not been found: 
ight ideal theorem. Given cancellative G, there is a decomposition 9 of U(G) into 
21GI nowhwere dense pieces such that 
(1) each I E 9 is a right ideal in PG, and 
(2) for each I E 4, and each p E I, cl( G * p) c I. 
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